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RICHARD J. EVANS, Cosmopolitan Islanders: British Historians and the
European Continent (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009),
xv + 255 pp. ISBN 978 0 521 19998 8 (Hardback) £35.00. $60.00. ISBN
978 0 521 13724 9 (Paperback) £12.99

Inaugural lectures are a particularly demanding genre. They have to
be interesting, possibly even entertaining. They should present the
speaker as a pleasant colleague and a deep, innovative, uncompro-
mising scholar. They must pay tribute to predecessors and col-
leagues, yet hint at omissions and shortcomings to be avoided in
future. The audience is discerning and has heard all types of lectures
many times, but probably contains few specialists in a particular sub-
discipline. In short, inaugural lectures make contradictory demands
which are tempered in practice by the absence of questions, thoughts
of nibbles and drinks to follow, limitations of time, and the general
awareness of the genre’s peculiarities.

Richard Evans’s most recent book has emerged from his latest
attempt to square the inaugural lecture circle. When he became pro-
fessor of modern history at Cambridge, he engaged with the broad
public image of Germany and the two world wars in Britain. In his
second Cambridge inaugural lecture as Regius Professor of History,
Evans starts with a similar, but much broader question. Why is it that
British historians are so concerned with the history of other countries,
whereas most of their Continental counterparts focus on their nation-
al history? And why are British historians of Europe so successful at
what they do that their books are often translated, whereas
Continental research on Britain does not find much acceptance on the
British book market, despite translation subsidies?

As an approach to the inaugural lecture problem, the choice of
topic is nothing short of brilliant. It allows Evans, one of Britain’s
foremost historians of Germany, to place his intellectual interests in a
broad context without denying him room to narrate his own career
path and to highlight the direction it is likely to take. One way to tell
the history of British historiography on Europe is to do so through
the eyes of, or at least with reference to, previous Regius professors,
making room for tradition. The topic is innovative—there are few
serious analyses of why or when the British historical profession
became so international or transnational—generally accessible, and
relevant to the British historical profession as a whole.
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Evans divides his book into five chapters. First, he makes his case.
Is Britain really different? Apparently so. Statistics on the geograph-
ical structure of historians’ interests in the UK, the USA, France,
Germany, and Italy reveal that the research interests of British histo-
ry departments are more cosmopolitan than those in France,
Germany, and Italy, though less so than in the USA. However, British
historians as individuals are more likely to focus on the history of a
single country, while Continental historians’ interests are likely to be
either national or comparative.

On the basis of written interviews with British historians who
practise Continental history (a major source for the book) and a dis-
cussion of selected titles and their history of translation (or lack of it),
Evans makes a qualitative case for the impact of British historians on
the Continental reading public. This, he suggests, is conclusive evi-
dence that relationships between the historical profession in Britain
and other European countries are indeed ‘unequal exchanges’ (p. 1).

The following two chapters analyse when the British preoccupa-
tion with Continental history originated and what motivated it. This
is where Professor Evans’s predecessors receive their due—and
where the attempt at quantitative analysis is dropped in favour of a
more or less canonic survey of the likes of Carlyle, Seeley, Acton,
Gooch, Carr, and Cobb. Broadly speaking, Evans identifies two moti-
vations for the study of non-British history in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries: the impact of the French Revolution, and
the two world wars. The wars increased interest in the diplomatic
and military history of Europe, and induced historians or future his-
torians to join the army, become diplomatic advisers, or undertake
duties in the intelligence services, sometimes bringing them into first
contact with the countries they would later study, sometimes boost-
ing their careers because of their intercultural competence. Moreover,
from 1917, the political pressures of communism, fascism, National
Socialism, and the Franco regime drove men and women into exile in
Britain, where they could advance to academic posts which allowed
them to study (or continue to study) the history of their native coun-
tries and to pass this interest on to their students.

While a survey of a century and a half of historiography with spe-
cial reference to Regius professors is of necessity episodic, Evans’s
analysis returns to a more systematic mode in his chapters on the
internationalization of British historical scholarship in the post-war
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era. Evans credits the expansion of universities in the 1950s and 1960s
with opening up prospects for careers focused on the national histo-
ry of European countries. As travel became easier, and Continental
cuisine often remained ahead of its British equivalent, consulting
archives abroad could offer more excitement than doing so at home.
On the basis of his survey, Evans argues that the attraction of the
object of study was particularly strong for historians of Italy and
France, whereas the fascination with Germany had more sinister ori-
gins and was often created by a personal experience of exile or by the
signs of destruction left behind by the Second World War.
Judiciously chosen excerpts from historians’ responses to Evans’s
questionnaire (which is, regrettably, not documented anywhere)
recounting lives as undergraduate and graduate students make for
some of the liveliest moments of the book.

To study the history of Continental European countries requires
knowledge of at least one foreign language. The last chapter of
Evans’s account is thus aptly entitled ‘The Language Question’. It
describes when, where, and how individual scholars acquired their
linguistic skills, and poses the question of whether British historians
are in the process of losing their cosmopolitanism. Knowledge of for-
eign languages is no longer required to read history at British uni-
versities, so that teaching at undergraduate level is entirely in English
(as is Evans’s guide to further reading). A-levels in foreign languages
are dropping precipitously, doctoral dissertations need to be com-
pleted quickly, leaving no time to acquire additional language skills
and less time for research abroad—increasingly, Evans appears to
fear, specialists in non-British history will have to be Continental
Gastarbeiter.

This book has all the advantages one expects of a text by Richard
Evans: an interesting subject, clear prose, a broad sweep, decisive
opinions, snap judgements—and thus the ability to provoke on a
massive scale. Evans’s endorsement of Boyd Hilton’s claim that
American historians of Britain are ‘respectable at best’ (pp. 6, 11) has
led American historians to wonder aloud on H-Albion whether
Evans’s account suffers more from ‘xenophobia’ or ‘provincialism’ or
is an attempt at irony gone wrong. Ironic or not, the question of the
basis of Evans’s judgements is not entirely limited to an ill-judged
sound bite. Evans is not particularly clear on how he judges worth or
impact or, put differently, he appears to apply different tests to dif-
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ferent epochs. The first chapter gives the impression that success is
mainly related to sales figures and translations, though Evans occa-
sionally accepts that academic quality does not automatically guar-
antee huge print runs. By contrast, his survey of the nineteenth cen-
tury is mainly interested in a canonical list of ‘important’ works and
authors, without much regard to their sales figures or their interna-
tional reception.

The argument might have been more convincing if Evans had dis-
tinguished between mass market books and academic discourse, as
Gérard Noiriel did in his seminal discussion of the French historical
profession (Sur la ‘crise’ de l’histoire). Moreover, commercial success
can hardly be understood without some analysis of questions linked
to business history. When did national markets for academic books
diverge? What is the impact of international publishers’ market posi-
tions, company formats, advertising budgets—or of literary agents?
Do such factors influence the structure of historiography, and
enhance or diminish its credibility in academic circles abroad? Such
problems have recently been studied by, among others, Olaf
Blaschke and Peter Mandler, and even discussed in Private Eye.

Indeed, there is some discrepancy between the questions Evans
poses and the sources on which he bases his answers. The book
ostensibly seeks to explain why Britons who decided to make a
career (or, if they were independently wealthy, a name) for them-
selves by studying history chose European subjects; why these indi-
viduals were hired in significant numbers by British universities
from the 1960s; and why their books had an international impact. The
first question concerns individual personal, academic, and profes-
sional interests; the second, institutional processes of decision-mak-
ing which determine the profile of history departments and who is
hired to work in them; and the third, channels of academic and semi-
academic communication. Questionnaires and interpretations of the
products of historical scholarship at different times can answer the
first question, but not the second or the third.

The way in which Evans constructed his survey also contains a
methodological stumbling block. He deduces the characteristics of
Britain’s European historians by looking at this group (and at Boyd
Hilton cast, somewhat regrettably, in the role of the insular histori-
an), not by comparing it with Britain’s British historians. For exam-
ple, Evans implicitly assumes that British historians of Britain were



constrained in their choice of topic—they studied British history
because they did not know, or were not willing to learn, a foreign lan-
guage well enough to do anything else. But that British historians of
other countries read or fluently speak the language of the country
they study, and like to spend time there (interesting though the indi-
vidual motives are) does not prove that British historians of Britain
can only communicate in English, will eat only lamb in mint sauce
washed down with warm bitter, holiday in Blackpool, and aspire to
remain within ten miles of their birthplace. In fact, Evans himself
states that in the 1960s, every student of history had to demonstrate
proficiency in several foreign languages to be accepted by the lead-
ing history departments (p. 189; he does not state when this require-
ment disappeared). In terms of language skills, British and European
historians cannot thus have been very different. Some inspiration,
intellectual curiosity, or a different concept of the historians’ social
role must have been decisive, which does not (and for systematic rea-
sons cannot) emerge from Evans’s account. When the account of the
nineteenth century implies that the different degrees of cosmopoli-
tanism of British and Continental historiography have long-term ori-
gins, this is also based on an observation of the British, but not the
Continental, side of the story. 

These criticisms prove no more, of course, than that the inaugural
lecture format does not always translate well into a written text.
What serves as a pleasant spoken provocation blunted, most proba-
bly, by a reception and composed in a limited time leads to probing
follow-up questions and demands for further research (as well as
footnotes) when read at leisure and several times over. Thus, if the
goal is to understand why British history departments have devel-
oped so differently from their ‘European’ counterparts, and how long
they are likely to remain so, the topic Evans has identified remains in
need of a more comprehensive study. But if the goal was to provide
provocative food for thought to an audience that had missed the
Cambridge lecture, then Evans’s book must clearly be judged a suc-
cess.

ANDREAS FAHRMEIR, a former Research Fellow of the GHIL, has
been Professor of Modern History at the Goethe University in
Frankfurt am Main since 2006. His many publications include
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Citizens and Aliens: Foreigners and the Law in Britain and the German
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